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INTRODUCTION

The way we live is changing away from the accepted housing models of the 
post-war era dating back to the 1950s. Society has also shifted away from the 
outdated models of suburban living and aspirations to move away from places 
of employment and endure long commutes. In recent months it feels that we are 
on a cusp of a revolution; the accepted ‘norms’ are being challenged, not only 
in how we want our Country to be run, but in the way we play, the way we work 
and the way we live.
These are exciting times, if you have an open mind 
and an acceptance that change is coming. If you 
are clinging on to the way things have always been 
done, then this revolution and the pace of change 
is terrifying. 

Our younger generations value a work-life balance 
more so than any other generation; they live by 
experiences and are not held back by the trappings 
of material goods or a material society. A phone and 
a lap-top holds their future as well as their memories.

This has a direct correlation to how they live and 
we are seeing this change through the expansion 
of city centre living, where Millennials favour being 
close to work, amenities and each other. This is the 
housing revolution. Build to Rent, Co-living and 
micro-living offer flexibility, rather than their more 
rigid predecessors, where there is no need for space 
to hold the trappings of a materialistic life. This 
generation is comfortable renting – cars, homes, pets 
even! This new housing offering provides choice and 
high-quality rental homes that were seriously lacking 
20 or 30 years ago.

New regeneration schemes provided a mix of tenures 
from traditional home-ownership to rental homes 
that are professionally managed offering facilities 
that were previously only available to those buying 
seriously expensive homes: Pools, leisure suites,  
spas and games rooms.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a high-level 
overview of a few selected areas where we feel 
demand will shift significantly in the coming years. 
We also look further ahead at how both the tenure 
journey and transactional purchase process may  
look like in years to come. 

If you would like to know more or discuss any 
element of this report in more detail, or how we  
can assist you in the future, please do feel free to 
contact either myself, or the author, Lee Layton.

JONATHAN STICKELLS 

PARTNER 
VALUATION & ADVISORY

E jonathan.stickells@cushwake.com
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While lending, taxation, and investor returns play major roles in purchase 
demand, the core underpinning factor when framing the word ‘demand’ will 
always be from occupiers, specifically the relationship between population 
growth/migration and available housing stock.

THE NEED FOR SPACE AND THE NEED FOR PLACE

The UK finds itself in a relatively healthy demographic 
position when compared to a number of our global 
neighbours, with high birth rates, and strong historic 
and projected international migration. Whilst the 
former does create demand and a need for space, 
pure occupier demand is mainly triggered through 
the need for place, namely the migration of working 
age people. We analysed the net long-term migratory 
data of Eight core English cities over the previous 
decade to establish which cities have historically 
experienced highest demand from this source and are 
therefore likely to experience a future where this plays 
a dominant role in their housing markets.  

As we can see from Figure A, a number of interesting 
patterns emerged such as; 

1. Despite strong net flows of people moving 
to Birmingham from overseas, this figure is 
countered by high levels of net outward domestic 
flow, resulting in a relatively modest boost to the 
cities population, and 

2. Bristol being the only core English city that 
experiences a net inflow from domestic residents. 
This helps to boost the cities population by 
c.2,000 people each year. 

MARKET OVERVIEW
FIGURE A THE RELIANCE ON INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION FOR CORE CITY GROWTH (EXCL. LONDON)
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MARKET OVERVIEW
FIGURE B MIGRATION TRENDS IN LONDON

Further interesting insights emerge when analysing 
patterns within the London data. As clearly 
highlighted in Figure B, there are two major trends 
at play in the capital, with a significant domestic 
outflow trend gathering pace, compounded by 
a post-referendum downturn in net international 
migrations levels. The combined impact of this 
affordability/referendum fuelled double-header 
resulted in London experiencing a net outflow of 
residents (in migration terms) in 2017, for the first 
time in many years.

International migration plays a vital part in the 
vibrancy of our core cities, with the growing 
economies of Birmingham and Manchester set to 
draw larger numbers in the coming years, whilst 
also managing to retain current residents.

Despite the post-referendum trend of decreasing 
net international flows into London, we expect 
an orderly pro-EU exit from the EU to be 
accompanied by a return to 100,000+ per annum 
levels of net international migration to the capital 
from 2020. 
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To date, the controversial Help-To-Buy 
Equity Loan scheme has helped over 
225,000 buyers, purchase new homes 
whose value exceeds £60bn, with 
popularity rising year-on-year from 
its introduction in Q2 2013, when 
2,103 loans were issued, to Q4 2018 
when c.15,600 loans were issued, 
totalling £1.0bn. 
Whilst accusations have been directed at the scheme, 
stating that it is artificially boosting prices (we have 
this post at c.4-5%, outside London, when adjusted 
for incentives/dilapidations), you will be hard-
pressed to find either a buyer or seller (developer) 
who has used the scheme that is unhappy with 
what it has provided. There are of course possible 
future unintended consequences (specifically 
future affordability/re-sale issues) that buyers may 
experience, but below we focus on where the 2021 
changes, and 2023 finish will be hardest felt.

From 2021 the scheme will be subject to regional 
maximum value caps, and also not be available to non-
first-time buyers (FTBs). The regional caps will create 
‘cliff edges’ in areas straddling regions with high and 
low caps, specifically the borders between the South 
East, and those of the West and East Midlands. 

In Figure C we have identified 24 local authorities with 
new homes markets which we consider will be worst hit 
it the 2021 adjustment. They all experience high levels 
of non-FTB HTB users, and have average new home 
values more than their respective new regional caps.

Nowhere is this ‘cliff-edge’ effect greater than in South 
Northamptonshire in the East Midlands. With the South 
East region officially starting on its Southern border, 
27% of current new home buyers not being FTB’s, and 
82% of recent new home sales being above the new 
cap level for the East Midlands, we estimate that from 
2021 demand for new homes in the local authority 
could drop off by between 50-60%.

2021

Source: MHCLG, UK HPI, Cushman & Wakefield

LIFE AFTER THE 
HELP-TO-BUY EQUITY 
LOAN SCHEME

02

FIGURE C
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Unless there is an unexpected change of heart from 
the government, the scheme will completely end in 
2023. In Figure D we have taken a look at where the 
scheme is most popular, with the table ranking all 
areas where sales using the HTB EL have accounted 
for over 80% of in the previous 18 months. 

OXFORD*

GRAVESHAM

WALTHAM FOREST

KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES*

WARRINGTON

NORTHAMPTON

WALSALL

KNOWSLEY

NORTH EAST LINCOLNSHIRE

NORTH SOMERSET

TAMESIDE

WIRRAL

1

3

7

12

17

20

2

6

11

164

8

13

18

21

5

10

15

9

14

19

22

2023

Due to caps remaining the same in London and a 
vast majority of buyers being FTBs, there will be 
no change in London markets, but regional markets 
with high numbers of non-FTBs using the scheme, 
and high new home values, will suffer a significant 
drop-off in demand.

A follow-on scheme from 2023 is essential to 
maintain the buyer demand levels required to 
bring forward anywhere near the c.300,000 
homes per annum the country needs. Without 
this, we see demand (and subsequently supply) 
falling off considerably.

SWALE

BOLSOVER

HILLINGDON

SANDWELL

BARKING AND DAGENHAM

KINGSTON UPON HULL

NUNEATON AND BEDWORTH

BEDFORD

SOUTH HOLLAND

HYNDBURN*

*low transaction levels

Source: MHCLG, UK HPI, Cushman & Wakefield

FIGURE D

CONCLUSIONS
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03 BTR TO ACHIEVE 
ITS GOALS?

With a build pipeline in-excess of that of the completed and let stock, the BtR 
sector remains in its infancy in not only unit terms, but also in the case of data,  
and its resultant insights. In this section, we attempt to answer two key questions 
regarding BtR. Firstly, are tenants prepared to pay more for a professionally 
managed, community/amenity-led offer? Secondly, are BtR developments able to 
attract tenants to areas beyond where they would usually consider? 

PRODUCT OVER PLACE

With a growing number of developments in London 
travel zone 4 and beyond achieving over £1,000 per 
square foot in the build-to-sell market, developers 
in the capital have been successful in moving 
the definition of ‘prime’ from geographical area, 
to product. 

This ‘shifting of thinking’ through achieving the critical 
mass to create ‘place’/offering a high-end product, 
is one of the key aims of a number of BtR operators, 
with a growing number of scheme’s located in areas 
that may have great transport links, but have certainly 
not been on the radar of the upper-end tenants that 
most target.

We tracked where online interest in both BtR 
scheme’s and the local Private Rented Sector (PRS) 
markets originated and were able to clearly establish 
that (among the five scheme’s we looked at) BtR 
developments are not only pulling tenants from a far 
wider area than the local PRS market, they are also 
pulling from more affluent areas. As highlighted in 
Figure D, the local PRS housing stock only manages 
to attract demand from a very localised pool of 
tenant, whereas a popular BtR scheme in the area 
succeeds in pulling demand from a far wider area, and 
ultimately greater pool of prospective tenants. With 
growing awareness of BtR from a tenant perspective, 
and also larger-and-larger BtR schemes being 
developed, we expect this trend to gather pace in the 
future, with tenants prepared to move to new areas 
where great connectivity and community can be 
supplied in tandem. 

FIGURE E

Source: Rightmove, Cushman & Wakefield
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With ever larger BtR schemes coming through 
the pipeline, the critical mass required to deliver 
the amenity level that can truly ‘place-make’ will 
be achieved, drawing tenants to new locations, and 
opening up opportunities for developers skilled 
in the art of place-making.

CONCLUSIONS

However, by creating ‘island’ BtR developments, 
access to infrastructure will become even more 
important as tenants will still require ease of access 
to employment, that will in all probability be even 
less likely to be local.

TENANTS PAYING A PREMIUM

The other key BtR data we looked at was rental 
premiums. While there have been many examples 
quoted where BtR developments have achieved 
rents beyond those of comparable local units 
in the mainstream PRS, the comparison has in 
almost all cases been skewed by the amenities/
incentives on offer (rent free periods, bills included, 
on-site gyms etc…). Can BTR rents be simplified 
to the formula: BtR rent = market rent + cost of 
equivalent amenity, or do these developments 
achieve a real premium, i.e BtR rent = market rent 
+ cost of equivalent amenity + premium paid for 
community/convenience/service?  

To establish this, we first looked at four popular BtR 
developments and used reasonable assumptions 
regarding the equivalent cost of what was offered 
(beyond the unit alone), to adjust the headline 
achieved rent downwards, thus establishing effective 
rent. We then compared how much this adjusted 
effective rent costs tenants (as a percentage of 
gross income) and compared with tenants in the 
mainstream PRS. As highlighted in Figure E, while 
tenants in the mainstream PRS pay on average 31% 
of their gross income on rent, this figure rises to 34% 
in BtR developments, proving that tenants in BtR 
developments are prepared to, in real terms, pay more. 

FIGURE F ARE TENANTS PREPARED TO PAY MORE? 
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FIGURE G A JOURNEY MAY WELL CONSIST OF A DOUBLE-FIGURE NUMBER OF MOVES THROUGH

04 THE BLURRING OF 
TENURE & RE-THINKING 
OWNERSHIP

Looking a little further ahead to 2030 and beyond, we imagined in how a typical 
tenure journey may look for someone living in… the regions, a core UK city, and a 
global city such as London, Manchester and Birmingham.

Outside of core cities in the regions, we anticipate 
the tenure journey in 2030 to look very similar to 
today, with home-ownership sandwiched between 
living with parents, student living and the PRS at 
one end, and assisted living at the very end of life. 
However, we anticipate this journey to change 
significantly in global cities that benefit from the 
critical population mass needed to provide the 
community-focused accommodation different 
sections of society will demand.

Numerous options will allow us to transition 
seamlessly between tenures that match the demands 
and situations presented to us at each stage of our 
life, whether that be the affordable independence that 
micro-living may offer in our early 20s, to the option 
to accrue equity that new Rent-to-Own models will 
provide us when we search for security in our 30s. 
A journey may well consist of a double-figure number 
of moves through … Living with parents > Student 

living > Co-living (shared facilities) > Micro-living 
(small self-contained unit) > Purpose built PRS >  
Rent-to-Own > Home ownership > Later life 
communities (rent or own) > Assisted living. 

To focus a little on one specific stage, we see Rent-
to-Own (RtO) models as being a logical long-term 
solution to the tough route to home ownership.  
While previous incarnations in this genre (shared-
ownership etc…) have had limited success, 
technological advances in both fractional ownership 
(through the Blockchain) and valuation (accurate 
Automated Valuation Models) should provide the 
perfect foundations for the delivery of a platform  
that can has the potential for widescale adoption.

Time will tell which future tenures will emerge, but 
as choice and general visibility grows, they will all 
undoubtably be firmly centred around the occupier. 

CO-LIVING (SHARED FACILITIES) 

ASSISTED LIVING

STUDENT LIVING

LATER LIFE COMMUNITIES (RENT OR OWN)

LIVING WITH PARENTS

HOME OWNERSHIP

MICRO-LIVING (SMALL SELF-CONTAINED UNIT) PURPOSE BUILT PRSRENT-TO-OWN
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FURTHER AHEAD
FIGURE H POSSIBLE TENURE TIMELINE - 2030
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